
Ridwan Bukola Isiaq 
Frontend Developer || ReactJS || NextJS 

I am a talented and enthusiastic frontend developer who's committed to learning, creating and delivering visually appealing and high
quality websites and web apps that meet design and product requirements, thereby satisfying the needs of clients. With experience
using a range of tech tools, including ReactJs, NextJs, and TailwindCss, I have the skills and expertise to create engaging web
applications that are both user-friendly and optimized for search engines. 

isiaqridwanbukola1999@gmail.com +2349030984108 

Nigeria. irb-portfolio.netlify.app/ 

linkedin.com/in/rb-isiaq twitter.com/RB_Isiaq 

github.com/rb-isiaq 

EDUCATION 

Biochemistry 
University of Ilorin, Ilorin 
10/2016 - 08/2021,  Ilorin, Kwara state, Nigeria. 

B.Sc. Biochemistry
Second Class Honors
(Upper Division) 

EXPERIENCE 

Frontend Developer Volunteer 
Edustipend 
06/2023 - Present,  Remote, California, USA. 

Utilizing React to build UI components and features that
meet design and product requirements.. 

Collaborating effectively with the technical team, product
designers and product managers, to fulfill product
requirements. 

Close collaboration with the backend team, and
consumption of API endpoints. 

Implementing figma designs to pixel perfect UI, and
writing necessary unit tests with react testing library and
jest. 

Using storybook to develop the component library system.

Managing tasks and deadlines with trello, and active use of
slack for effective communication with team members. 

Active participation and contribution in daily standup and
weekly team sync meetings. 

Frontend Development Internship 
I4G X Zuri inc. 
09/2022 - 12/2022,  Nigeria 

Led, coordinated, and supervised a team of developers
and designers during the project phase. 

Developed pixel-perfect and responsive user interfaces in
accordance with figma designs . 

SKILLS 

ReactJs NextJs Css / Sass ContextAPI / Redux 

TailwindCss RTL / Jest Node/Express 

Storybook Git and Github MongoDB / Firebase 

Communication Team work Growth mindset 

Problem Solving 

PROJECTS 

Task Tracker 
A MERN stack progressive web application with installation features 

Allows users to implement CRUD functionalities, sort and keep track of
their tasks. 

The live link 

GitHub repo cs 

GitHub repo api 

Fashionique 
An e-commerce website created with reactJs, contextApi for state
management, sass for styling, strapi for content management and
backend 

Enables react routing functionalities for routing between different
categories and available products page by integrating the strapi api
endpoints based on user http request 

The live link   

GitHub repo   

My Contacts 
A CRUD application where users can create, read, update or delete
contacts 

Enables react routing for displaying different pages of the application 

The live link   

The Movies 
A movie platform that displays a list of trending movies with their details 

Features: Search bar and filtering options 

Uses the TMDB API, Git for version control and hosted on Vercel 

The live link   

World News 
Read the latest hot topics in different categories from various countries 

Made use of the news data api 

The live link   

Courses 

Achievements/Tasks 

Achievements/Tasks 
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